THE  SPANISH WAR
Reds had been fooled, so had we. The bombardment of
the Enchortas and of Santa Maria was merely to keep the
Reds busy while the First and Second Brigades of Navarre
moved down the Aramayona and other valleys, seized the
reverse side of Campanazar and then boldly rushed the
heights of Udala The first tercio up the Udala was that
of San Ignacio, and it lost fifty per cent of its effectives.
The Reds apparently at first did not realise that an attack
was being planned on their rear, and they actually allowed
the assault companies to chrnb the ravines, seaming the
side of the mountain, to within a few hundred yards of
their front-line trenches before they tried to bring their
machine-guns to bear on them. Two companies of
the San Ignacio tercio with Captain de Seynes at their
head had managed to reach a shoulder of the hill where
they enfiladed the general trench line, and from that
moment all was comparatively easy. Udala was held
by the Nationalists, though it was not until forty-eight
hours that it was properly mopped up and all its garrison
captured.
Early the next morning the Second Brigade of Navarre
was pushing along the road to Elorno, behind the
Enchortas They had instructions to attack the heights
from the rear at eight a m. But at 7 50 their wireless
signallers received counter-orders. The Reds, realising
they were being surrounded, had evacuated the whole line
of heights before dawn and had fled in the direction of
Durango and Eibar. Orders now were to turn half left
and pursue them through Elorno towards Durango and
at the same time to seize the hills overlooking Eibar—un-
happy Eibar, already in flames. Eibar fell the next day.
Nationalist tanks entered and occupied Durango at the
same time, but as Red artillery was still in position and
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